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ABSTRACT
Connected autonomous vehicles technology are expected
to be an important component of Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems (ITS). Several relevant industry standards are
being created to prepare for the maturity of connected vehi-
cles with the help of artificial intelligence, cognitive meth-
ods, software-hardware and sensor platforms. One of the
significant challenges raised by connected vehicles is how
the underlying communication infrastructure will be able
to efficiently support them. In this paper, we propose the
Dynamic, Decentralized, Distributed, Delegation-based (D4)
network control plane architecture which aims at provid-
ing adequate communication support for connected vehicles.
To our knowledge, D4 is the first framework to support
on-demand network control decentralization. At its core,
D4’s flexible network control delegation framework allows
network control to be dynamically distributed on demand
to address quality-of-service requirements of different con-
nected vehicle services and applications. We demonstrate the
benefits of D4 through a proof-of-concept prototype running
on a fully reproducible emulation platform. Experimental
results using a variety of real-world scenarios demonstrate
that D4 delivers lower latency with minimal additional over-
head. We also showcase the benefits of D4 when compared to
traditional vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET) approaches.

KEYWORDS
Self driving cars, autonomous vehicles, connected vehicles,
Intelligent transport systems, software defined networking,
distributed network control, next-generation vehicular net-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles (AVs), also known as self-driving, driver-
less, or robotic cars, are vehicles capable of sensing their
environment and moving safely with little or no human in-
put. According to a recent survey [41], self-driving systems

can be categorized as standalone systems and connected sys-
tems. In standalone systems, all necessary automated driving
operations are performed on a single, self-sufficient vehicle
at all times. In recent years, considerable effort has been
directed to making the standalone architecture viable where
the AV is responsible for localization (i.e., find its location
with respect to its surrounding), perception (i.e., perceive the
world around it), prediction and/or navigation (i.e., generate
global and local paths for end-to-end driving). An example
of a standalone system is the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
architecture [36]. In connected systems, on the other hand,
at least some automated driving operations are performed
by other vehicles and/or nearby network infrastructure. The
Co-operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) architecture
is an example of a connected system where autonomous
vehicles connect to nearby vehicles and infrastructure (e.g.,
Road-Side Units, or RSUs) in order to carry out autonomous
driving operations [36].
Shortcomings of standalone systems include accuracy,

sensing range, blind spots, and computing resource limi-
tations are highlighted in [41]. Additionally, there is a great
deal of recent anecdotal evidence that confirms the limita-
tions of the standalone vehicle approach. For example, the
National Transportation Safety Board’s (NTSB) report on
Tesla’s 2018 autopilot crash in California 1 attributed the
accident to worn-off lane markings delineating the gore area
(the area between an off-ramp and the main road) from the
left-exit High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane. Tesla engi-
neers surmised that the autosteer system likely momentarily
lost its lane line prediction and/or identified a stronger lane
line on the left side of the gore. Additionally, a recent article 2

points out that currently, all standalone systems rely heavily
on pre-configured maps and that creating (and maintaining)
maps for self-driving cars is difficult and time-consuming.

1https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Reports/HAR2001.pdf
2https://medium.com/@ritidass29/5-key-challenges-faced-by-self-driving-
cars-ed04e969301e
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According to [41], connected vehicles can mitigate the lim-
itations of standalone systems and, as a result, improve road
traffic efficiency and safety. However, connected systems rely
heavily on the underlying communication infrastructure to
cooperate with other vehicles and carry out autonomous
driving tasks efficiently and effectively. They make use of
communication services such as Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS)’s Road Hazard Warning (RHW) message dis-
semination [12, 13] to exchange messages aiming at alert-
ing vehicles and/or their drivers in real-time of relevant
events, including traffic jams and hazardous conditions. The
so-called Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [17] framework is another
notable effort towards the realization of connected vehicles.
It uses communication infrastructure devices such as RSUs
mainly as part of the data plane, i.e., for message forward-
ing, and follows a publish-subscribe model a la Information-
Centric Networking (ICN) [2].
Due to their stringent requirements such as low latency,

high reliability, availability, scalability, as well as their in-
herent geographic and administrative decentralization, con-
nected systems pose significant challenges to the underly-
ing communication infrastructure. Additionally, the network
must provide connected systems a range of quality-of-service
(QoS) guarantees since different autonomous driving tasks
have diverse requirements, e.g., latency guarantees. For ex-
ample, applications such as route planning and navigation
require latency in the order of seconds to minutes, while
perception tasks need latency in the order of seconds and
vehicle control functions must be carried out in milliseconds.
According to the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
Technical Specification (3GPP) TS 22.185 release 17 [1], la-
tency requirements range from 20𝑚𝑠 to 100𝑚𝑠 for vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2X) communication depending upon the
urgency of the message. For example, pre-crash sensing mes-
sages should have maximum latency of 20ms.

In order to meet the wide range of quality-of-service guar-
antees needed by connected vehicles, including ultra-low
latencies, we argue that the underlying communication in-
frastructure must provide an efficient, reliable, scalable data
forwarding plane to provide adequate support for connected
self-driving systems. As such, the network control plane
must act as a “control continuum” where control is delegated
dynamically to intelligent controllers that are decentralized
and distributed across the network. For example, navigation
updates (or any other road or traffic condition updates) can
be offloaded to the infrastructure which can then send this
information to vehicles in close to real-time via Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure (V2I) communication, while driving coordina-
tion, especially under hazardous road conditions (e.g., snow
or rain), can be carried out in cooperation with nearby ve-
hicles and/or infrastructure using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
and V2I communication, respectively.

The basic premise of the network control continuum we
envision involves moving network control closer to its end
users in order to satisfy the diverse QoS of edge applica-
tions, in particular connected vehicles. While efforts are on-
going to determine where network controllers should be
positioned [35], there is an architectural gap to go beyond
controller placement and address the dynamic reconfigura-
tion of the control fabric. This is particularly vital for up-
holding QoS in connected vehicles as the network should be
able to adjust dynamically in response to events such as new
elements (like vehicles and controllers) entering or leaving
the system, changes in network connectivity, environmental
conditions, etc. We propose the Dynamic, Decentralized, Dis-
tributed, Delegation-Based Network Control architecture, or
D4 for short, which, to our knowledge, is the first framework
to provide dynamic control delegation in support of a decen-
tralized and distributed network control plane continuum.
While D4 can find applications in a variety of edge comput-
ing scenarios, we showcase D4 as enabling technology for
connected vehicles. As described in detail in Section 3, D4
can dynamically handover control of its elements (e.g., vehi-
cles) to network controllers distributed across the network,
e.g., cloud, network infrastructure (base stations, road-side
units) and even vehicles themselves, depending on current
road, environmental and connectivity conditions.

The contributions of this paper are many-fold and include:
(1) design and implementation of D4’s dynamic control del-
egation mechanism (2) design and implementation of D4’s
communication protocols to support dynamic control delega-
tion; (3) design and implementation of two control delegation
mechanisms, one aiming at providing adequate QoS to ve-
hicles and the other aiming at balancing controller load; (4)
experimental demonstration of how D4 can leverage V2V
communication, (5) extensive evaluation of D4’s network
control delegation approach using a range of experiments
emulating realistic road traffic scenarios, demonstrating that
D4 provides low message delivery latency with minimal
additional overhead and packet loss; (6) experimental perfor-
mance evaluation of D4 compared against traditional ad-hoc
vehicular networking (VANET) approaches - which, to our
knowledge, is the first time a dynamically distributed decen-
tralized network control plane architecture has been com-
pared against traditional VANETs. Additionally, our work
makes contributions to the open-source software community,
namely our implementation of the IEEE 802.11p stack for
the Linux kernel driver mac80211_hwsim [9, 10]. We are also
making public 3 our D4 implementation and experiments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II describes the background and prior work related to

3https://github.com/ankaul/d4
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connected systems. Section III introduces the D4 architec-
ture and design. ETSI(European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute)’s Road Hazard Warning (RHW) application
is presented in Section IV. D4’s current implementation is
presented in Section V. Sections VI and VII describe our exper-
imental methodology and results, respectively. We present
final remarks and directions for future work in Section IX.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
As previously discussed, there has been an ongoing para-

digm shift in the autonomous driving scene from standalone-
to connected systems. In this section, we highlight efforts
in related areas that are relevant to our work in D4. We
summarize these efforts in Table 1 and compare them to D4.

3 D4 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
D4’s approach to addressing the requirements of connected
vehicles leverages one of the basic principles underlying the
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm [24], i.e., the
decoupling of the control and the data planes. From the per-
spective of connected vehicles, the main benefits resulting
from the separation between the control- and data planes in-
clude increased agility to detect and react to the dynamics of
the underlying system/network and thus provide better sup-
port for stringent quality-of-service requirements imposed
by connected vehicles.
On the other hand, SDN’s logically centralized control

plane is not compatible with the scalability and latency re-
quirements imposed by connected vehicle services, and their
geographic and administrative decentralization. For exam-
ple, control plane scalability limitations have been discussed
along with approaches to partially solve them in [19]. In
D4, we leverage SDN’s notion of network programmability
enabled by the separation between the network control and
data planes to achieve flexibility and agility. However, we go
a step further by proposing a logically distributed network
control "continuum" which can dynamically adjust to current
conditions and network characteristics in order to support
connected vehicles’ stringent QoS (Quality of Service) de-
mands, including scalability, delay intolerance, and reliability.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the control plane scenarios D4 can
support. The "root controller" represents the root of the con-
trol hierarchy and will typically be hosted by cloud servers,
while "infrastructure controllers" are distributed throughout
the network and typically run on network infrastructure
devices, e.g., base stations, RSUs, access points, etc.

Each control plane scenario in Figure 1 is described below.
Scenario 1:When vehicles do not have stable connectivity
to the network infrastructure, one of them can be chosen as
the controller and is responsible for controlling the commu-
nication flow amongst vehicles in its cohort. This is known

as “vehicle platooning".
Scenario 2: In some cases, one of the vehicles in the platoon,
e.g., the one that has better/more stable connectivity to the
infrastructure, can act as the controller for the platoon while
that vehicle, itself, is controlled by a controller hosted by the
network infrastructure (e.g., a nearby RSU).
Scenario 3: Vehicles can also be controlled by a controller
hosted by the network infrastructure, e.g., an RSU in the area.
This would typically be the case when vehicles are enjoying
robust connectivity to the local network infrastructure. This
can also occur when none of the vehicles is able or willing
to perform controller functions.
Scenario 4: When no infrastructure is available (e.g., in
sparse infrastructure deployments and/or they are under
heavy load), vehicles can be directly controlled by a "root
controller", i.e., a controller hosted at a cloud server. This is
assuming vehicles will have stable connectivity to the cloud.
D4’s control plane “continuum" is flexible and dynamic

and is based on a control hierarchy as exemplified in Figure 2.
It can adjust the control plane hierarchy’s “depth" depending
on the QoS requirements of the driving application as well as
current network conditions. The control hierarchy illustrated
in Figure 2 has up to 3 levels. Under some conditions, vehicles
connect directly to controllers hosted by RSUs which in turn
are connected through a backhaul network to a controller
hosted in a base station. Depending on network connectivity,
vehicles can be controlled by a vehicle controller, which
in turn can be controlled by an RSU controller. D4 gets its
name from the fact that D4 distributes the network control
among different controllers, and the administration of the
controllers can be decentralized among different entities,
e.g., car manufacturers, cellular communication providers,
transportation authorities, etc. Note that throughout the
paper, we have used the terms decentralized and distributed
interchangeably.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the D4 archi-
tecture in detail. We start by introducing D4’s components
and then describe D4’s data- and control planes.

3.1 D4 Components
The different logical components of the D4 architecture and
their descriptions are listed below:

• D4-switch: In D4, D4-switch work as sources and/or
destinations of network traffic; they can also serve
as relays and forward data plane as well as control
plane traffic. Throughout this paper, we will use the
D4-switch and switch interchangeably.

• D4-controller: The D4-controller manages D4’s con-
trol plane. It decides how data plane flows will be
carried by the D4-switches. To this end, it configures
forwarding rules based on the QoS requirements of
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Table 1: Related Work: Comparison between Prior Art and D4

Area Prior Art D4
Standalone versus Connected Vehicles (1) SAE’s and NHTSA’s focus on stan-

dardizing standalone systems; (2) [41]
highlight downside of standalone sys-
tems and point to connected vehicles as
solution; (3) The US DoT4 and ETSI5 in
Europe working towards building con-
nected systems for ITS.

D4 promotes connected systems for en-
hanced coordination between vehicles
and infrastructure.

Vehicular Cloud Model
[17] proposes a vehicular cloud for en-
abling autonomous driving. Assumes
availability of nearby infrastructure.

(1) D4 introduces a dynamic "network
control plane continuum" accommo-
dating changing road and network
conditions as well as application re-
quirements. In D4, controllers can be
spawned on demand as the network en-
vironment and requirements change;
(2) The work reported in [43] sup-
ports D4’s hierarchical control plane
approach.

Control Delegation (1) [3, 8, 22, 28, 31] discuss the exten-
sions and optimization made in lay-
ers 2 and 3 to improve the handover
performance; (2) [42] uses RSU virtu-
alization to guarantee seamless delega-
tion; (3) In the context of IEEE 802.11
networks, [42] proposes two handover
decision algorithms, namely PRAHA
(PRoactive Ap load driven Handover
Algorithm) and ADNA (proactive AP/s-
core Driven haNdover), which consider
multiple metrics including RSSI (Re-
ceived Signal Strength Indicator) and
traffic load. One of the main shortcom-
ings of this work is that it uses a cen-
tralized approach, which is not compat-
ible with VANET’s scalability, mobility,
geographic distribution, administrative
decentralization, and diverse quality-of-
service requirements

D4 proposes a flexible approach to con-
trol delegation that adapts to chang-
ing network conditions and applica-
tion needs. It introduces the concept of
dynamically spawned controllers and
localized decision-making to improve
scalability, mobility support, and QoS
adaptability

Edge Computing in Vehicular Networks (1) The work reported in [27] aims to
minimize service interruption during
handovers, which is a critical issue for
vehicular networks due to their high
mobility and the need for uninterrupted
connectivity. (2) Both [34] and [33] pro-
pose machine learning-based resource
management and network slicing ap-
proaches to meet the quality of service
requirements of vehicular networks.

D4 extends the concept of control del-
egation to edge computing based on
a hierarchical control plane architec-
ture and on-demand controller spawn-
ing and delegation to adapt to diverse
scenarios.
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Figure 1: D4 Control Plane Scenarios

D4’s data plane messages. The D4-controller also acts
as a “bridge" between the driving application and the
D4-switches. In the case of Connected Vehicles, the
application generates driving-related information for
the vehicles and the D4-controllers decide to which
vehicles driving information should be sent and how
to send/route them. Consider for example an applica-
tion that provides real-time road conditions and traf-
fic information. An instance of such an application
would display a local map showing road conditions
and traffic details. Vehicles could then periodically
request road and traffic condition updates. However,
this approach would not scale and could strain the
map service and cause congestion in the underly-
ing network due to the volume of requests. A more
effective approach would be to have the map appli-
cation proactively send updates to relevant vehicles
whenever conditions change in their vicinity. For
this, the map service needs to know every vehicle’s
location in order to dispatch relevant information.
D4’s control hierarchy greatly facilitates acquiring
that knowledge by having maps communicate with
the root controller. In this scenario, instead of vehi-
cles directly communicating with the application, D4
controllers can consolidate information and transmit
only pertinent data required by vehicles, considering
factors such as their respective locations.

D4’s logical components can be hosted by a variety of devices.
Below, we list some examples relevant to Connected Vehicles:

• Vehicles typically act as mobile D4-switch. As such,
they can generate as well as relay D4 data plane mes-
sages. When acting as a D4-switch, vehicles host a
network switch that is controlled and configured by
a controller. Vehicles may also perform controller

functionality. In this case, vehicles can generate and
forward data plane as well perform control plane
functions. While most vehicles are capable of carry-
ing out control plane functionality, we envision that
they will assume the role of a controller in special
circumstances, such as when controllers hosted by
network infrastructure devices are not available (e.g.,
because of sporadic connectivity, sparse infrastruc-
ture deployment, etc.).

• Road Side Units (RSUs) [6] are network infrastruc-
ture devices mounted along a road or pedestrian pas-
sageway. RSUsmay act as D4-switch or D4-controllers.
Like vehicles, when acting as D4-switches, RSUs per-
form network switch functions. As controllers, RSUs
perform both control- and switch functionality.

• Base Stations managed by cellular providers can
also perform D4 controller functions. Following D4’s
hierarchical architecture described in detail below,
we envision that a controller running on a base sta-
tion will typically oversee controllers running on
RSUs in the Base Station’s range.

• Cloud Servers: As illustrated in Figure 1, root con-
trollers can be hosted by cloud servers and may com-
municate with a number of infrastructure controllers
deployed throughout the network. Note that, as shown
in Figure 1 Scenario 3, vehicles could be controlled
directly by the root controller. However, longer com-
munication delays and/or disruptions when commu-
nicating with the cloud are likely to be more frequent
compared to when the controller is “nearby". This is
especially important for delay-intolerant edge appli-
cations, such as Connected Vehicles. Note that D4’s
control hierarchy is flexible and does not require root
controllers which can be instantiated on-demand per
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Figure 2: Example D4 Control Plane Hierarchy

the needs of the application and/or conditions of
the underlying communication infrastructure. For
connected systems such as Connected Vehicles, we
believe that the presence of a root controller could
be beneficial. For example, a navigation service run-
ning as an application on a cloud server can send
updates to the root controller via the northbound in-
terface. The root controller can then route these noti-
fications to the appropriate infrastructure controllers
or vehicles based on their location, avoiding the need
to update all vehicles and reducing the number of
messages sent in the network. Additionally, driving
coordination, particularly under hazardous road con-
ditions (e.g., snow or rain), can be carried out through
V2V and V2I communication with nearby vehicles
and infrastructure, respectively. However, applica-
tions running on the infrastructure would need to be
aware of the RSUs or secondary controllers present
in the network. The root controller can provide such
information, given its high availability, reliability, as
well as the fact that it is a trusted component of the
system.

D4 components are agnostic of the communication tech-
nology used by the underlying network infrastructure and
can usewhichever communication technologies are available,
including Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I), Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V), Infrastructure-to-Infrastructure
(I2I) protocols, or a combination thereof.

3.2 D4 Data Plane
Since it is decoupled from the control plane, D4 data plane fo-
cuses solely on forwarding application-generated messages
using “rules” installed in forwarding devices by controllers.
In the case of Connected Vehicles, data plane messages are
exchanged between vehicles and controllers, between con-
trollers, and between vehicles (see Figure 2). They may carry
self-driving information, as well as road and traffic condi-
tions (e.g., accidents and road congestion), and navigation
information. D4 data plane can also carry user traffic (e.g.,
video, audio, text) generated by or destined for users inside
vehicles, etc. This could happen when, for some reason, user
cellular connectivity is disrupted. The D4 data plane will
forward application messages based on the current rules
established by the control plane.

3.3 D4 Control Plane
Control plane messages carry signaling information, includ-
ing controller-to-controller and vehicle-to-controller con-
nection establishment, topology discovery, and vehicle and
controller health checks. Control plane messages are also
exchanged for security purposes, more specifically for con-
troller authentication. As illustrated in Figure 2, control
plane communication happens through the East-West In-
terface. Controllers use the equivalent to SDN’s Southbound
Interface to communicate with forwarding devices (e.g., vehi-
cles, RSUs). D4 control plane messages are described below.
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Through the experiments we conduct to evaluate D4, we ex-
emplify how D4 control plane messages are used in Section 6,
where we also discuss the overhead they incur.

3.3.1. Control Plane Messages
• East-West Interface messages are exchanged by
controllers and include:
– Status messages are either generated periodi-

cally or triggered by messages generated by the
driving application after the controller receives
and processes them. For example, a controller
can periodically send information regarding its
current load (e.g., the number of vehicles it con-
trols, its CPU load) or performance/health (e.g.,
network errors, packet losses, battery status, etc).
Status messages act as beacons or “keep-alives"
among neighboring controllers. They can also
include information such as controller location,
speed, signal strength, etc. Depending upon the
driving application(s), Status messages can also
be triggered by application-generated messages.
The "RoadWork Warning" message described
in ETSI’s specification [14] is an example of
application-generated message. When this mes-
sage is received by a controller, depending upon
the location where the road work is being done,
the controller will forward the information to
impacted neighboring controllers via a Status
message.

– Authentication Controller authentication is
part of East-West communication. In D4’s cur-
rent implementation, controller authentication
uses a private-public key mechanism in which
each controller possesses a unique key pair, with
the public keys registered with the root con-
troller as the trusted authority. Authentication
messages are encrypted using the AES-128 (Ad-
vanced Encryption Standard) algorithm [11]. This
ensures that only trusted controllers with the
correct private key, who can decrypt the Au-
thentication message, are added to the network.
It is important to note that the authentication
process leverages an enhanced version of the
methodology suggested in [7], enabling controllers
to authenticate using the P4 protocol. Even though
not implemented currently, a similar approach
can be used to authenticate vehicles by the con-
trollers.

• Southbound Interface messages are exchanged be-
tween controllers and forwarding devices and in-
clude:

– Beacon controllers broadcast Beacon messages
periodically. Beacons contain information about
the controller, including IP address, port num-
ber, current load, etc. Once a forwarding device
receives a Beacon from a controller, it calculates
the corresponding RSSI value.

– Keep Alivemessages are periodic control plane
messages sent by forwarding devices to their
controller and carry information like node health,
network conditions, location, mobility, RSSI, and
load.

– Authorize Delegation message is sent by the
forwarding device to the controller when the
forwarding device decides to do the delegation
to another controller.

– Control Delegation messages are generated
by a controller and sent to forwarding devices
or neighboring controllers when the controller
decides to delegate the control to a neighbor-
ing controller. It contains information such as
the target controller ID (e.g., IP address, port)
required by the vehicles or controllers to iden-
tify the target controller and the port on which
connection should be established.

3.3.2. Control Delegation
Control delegation is at the core of the D4 architecture to
ensure that the network provides continuous service while
satisfying application quality-of-service requirements when
subject to conditions such as unpredictable mobility pat-
terns of fast-moving vehicles, communication channel im-
pairments, current network infrastructure conditions (e.g.,
CPU load, available storage, battery levels, etc.).
In D4, the control delegation process can be divided into

3 phases:

• Controller discovery:As described above, controllers
broadcast Beaconmessages periodically. Beacons con-
tain information about the controller, including IP
address, port number, current load, etc. Once a for-
warding device receives a Beacon message from a
controller, it calculates the corresponding RSSI value
and propagates it to the controller with which it
is currently associated through a Keep Alive mes-
sage. The controller or the forwarding device can use
the information in the Keep Alive message to decide
whether a delegation should be initiated. We discuss
controller-initiated and forwarding device-initiated
delegation below.

• Controller selection:Using the information in Keep
Alive messages, different criteria (e.g., RSSI value,
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controller load, etc.) can be used to select the dele-
gation’s target controller. Once the associated con-
troller selects the new target controller, either the
controller or the forwarding device can initiate the
delegation as explained below. In D4’s current im-
plementation, controller selection is performed by
the current controller without consulting with the
target controller. In future D4 implementations, we
plan to add support for mutual agreement between
the involved controllers in the selection phase before
the association.

• Association: In D4, once the target controller for the
delegation is selected, the forwarding device proceeds
with the association. Additionally, the current con-
troller can send current information it has about the
forwarding device to the next controller. This helps
reduce or eliminate the overhead associated with the
authentication process between the forwarding de-
vice and the target controller.

3.3.3. Types of Delegation
The delegation currently supported by D4 is based on who
initiates the delegation process. Figure 3 illustrates the mes-
sage flow for controller-initiated and forwarding device-
initiated delegations.
Controller-initiated delegation: As explained in Sec-

Selection

Controller Initiated

Forwader Initiated

Forwarder

Beacon

Controlling 
Controller 

Neighbouring (Target) 
Controller

Beacon

Keep Alive

Delegation 
Criteria Met

Delegate  to Target Controller

Delegation 
Criteria Met

Authorize Delegation

Delegate  to Target Controller

Associate with target controller

Associate with target controller

Figure 3: Delegation message exchange

tion 3.3, during the controller discovery phase, the current
controller gathers information received from the forwarding
device through Keep Alive messages and from neighboring

controllers through Status messages. Based on this informa-
tion, the current controller may select a new controller for
its currently associated device(s). For example, depending on
its current load and the load information received in Status
messages (see Section 3.3.1 for more details) from neighbor-
ing controllers, the current controller can decide to delegate
one or more forwarding devices that it currently controls
(e.g., it can choose vehicles currently generating high traf-
fic load) to a neighboring controller, which is carried out
in the controller selection phase. The association to the se-
lected target controller is done by the forwarding devices
selected by the associated controller during the association
phase. In its current implementation, D4 supports control
delegation based on two criteria, namely: (1) the device’s
quality of service as reported by the measured RSSI and (2)
the load currently experienced by the controller as measured
by the number of associated devices. In future work, we
plan to consider additional delegation criteria that can be
adjusted dynamically based on the environment and appli-
cation requirements driven by machine learning algorithms
as demonstrated in [40].
Forwarding device-initiated delegation: Based on the in-
formation received by the forwarding device in the controller
discovery phase in the broadcast Beacon messages from the
nearby controllers, the forwarding device itself decides to ini-
tiate the delegation to a neighboring controller. For example,
depending upon the signal strength or transmission errors
between the device and the current controller, the device
may decide to associate itself with a neighboring controller
with better signal quality. However, the forwarding devices
cannot initiate the associated until the associated controller
approves the request from the forwarding device. This is
done to make sure the delegation requests are only sent by
the authorized forwarding device in the network. Any re-
quest from the unauthorized forwarding device is ignored
by the controller.

The D4 architecture supports both types of delegation
since, depending on the scenarios and applications, controller-
based delegation may perform better than vehicle-based del-
egation and vice-versa. For example, controllers get infor-
mation about neighboring controllers, e.g., their CPU load,
number of connected vehicles, network queuing statistics,
etc., from Status messages (refer to Section 3.3) exchanged
between controllers. Note that the best candidate controller
from the vehicle’s perspective based on the RSSI may not be
ideal if the controller is overloaded, which can be measured
by its CPU and network load, the number of vehicles cur-
rently associated, etc. In MEC environments, the decision
on the best compute location is typically based on several
factors, such as the user’s location, network conditions, appli-
cation requirements, and available computing resources. For
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example, applications that require high computation power
may need to be processed on a more powerful computing
resource. Similarly, applications that require real-time pro-
cessing may need to be processed on a computing resource
with low latency. To support low latency, network and edge
computes need to be aware of the respective conditions. A D4
controller has the capability to facilitate MEC use cases by en-
abling the exchange of information with an edge computing
system. This exchange of data allows the controller to make
informed decisions regarding the delegation or handover of
vehicles based on network conditions and the availability and
performance of the computing resources. In other words, the
D4 controller can assess the current state of the network and
computing capabilities and determine whether it is necessary
to delegate control of a vehicle to the edge computing system
for optimal performance and efficiency. This functionality
underscores the importance of a reliable and efficient D4
controller in enabling advanced vehicle control and man-
agement in modern transportation systems. Alternatively,
edge computation capacity can be sent to vehicles directly
and let vehicles make the handover decision, but this could
lead to more network traffic as vehicles are likely to be more
numerous than controllers.

4 USING D4 TO ENABLE ETSI’S ROAD
HAZARDWARNING

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
has defined the standard for Intelligent transport system
(ITS), which aims to provide services relating to different
modes of transport and traffic management, enable users
to be better informed, and make safer, more coordinated,
and ‘smarter’ use of transport networks. To demonstrate
the advantages of using the D4 architecture for self-driving
vehicular networks, we use ETSI’s Road Hazard Warning
(RHW) [12, 13] as the driving application in our current D4
prototype and experiments. RHW, which is an event-based
road message dissemination service specified by ETSI, de-
fines a variety of events, including traffic jams, hazardous
conditions, and messages that will be generated to alert road
users (e.g., cars, trucks) of such events.6

4.1 RHWMessages
RHW’s Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages
(DENMs) [13] are mainly used to provide the necessary alerts
in the case of emergency situations (e.g., imminent risk of
collision) or warnings, e.g., in events like road congestion.
As such, DENMs should be conveyed by the underlying com-
munication infrastructure and delivered to road users in the

6More information on ETSI Intelligent Transport Systems standards is avail-
able at http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/intelligent-
transport.

geographic area affected by the event, also known as “rele-
vance area” [13].

RHW’s Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) [12], on
the other hand, carry signaling information. CAMs’ contents
vary according to the type of RHW service. They may carry
information about vehicle location, vehicle type, as well as
time of day, vehicle speed, etc. The types of messages sup-
ported in our current D4 implementation follow the ETSI’s
ITS specifications [12, 13] for RHW services and include both
DENMs and CAMs.

• Decentralized Environmental Notification Mes-
sages (DENMs) are forwarded by the D4 data plane
and can be of the following types:
– Emergency messages are time-sensitive data

plane messages sent by vehicles or road infras-
tructure devices (e.g., RSUs) to convey informa-
tion about nearby accidents, imminent risks, etc.
As such, Emergency messages have the highest
delivery priority and are flooded to vehicles in
the affected region. In D4’s current implemen-
tation, we opted to follow ETSI’s “awareness
range” criteria, i.e., Emergency messages are de-
livered to vehicles in the neighborhood using
a time-to-live approach. This approach is sim-
ilar to 3GPP’s broadcast-based V2V communi-
cation [1]. However, in D4, broadcast messages
can travel multiple hops to support, for instance,
the vehicle-platooning scenario described in Fig-
ure 1. Note that D4 can be adjusted to account
for different message delivery criteria.

– Warning messages are also treated as D4 data
plane messages. They are sent by vehicles to
report abnormal situations on the road such as
road congestion or traffic jams. Like Emergency
messages, Warning messages are also dissemi-
nated within the affected area. Depending upon
the type of warning and the extension of the
area it affects, Warning messages can also be
delivered more broadly. This message delivery
mechanism is similar to the approach employed
by 3GPP [1] that uses infrastructure devices such
as RSUs to augment the delivery of messages by
V2V where the destination vehicle is out of com-
munication range of the initiating vehicle.

• Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) are D4
data plane messages that are periodically sent by
vehicles. They typically carry information such as
the vehicle’s current location, speed, etc. Controllers
use the information in CAM messages to compute
relevance areas, compute and install routes in vehi-
cles, etc. CAM messages can trigger controllers to
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generate D4 control plane messages like the Status
message discussed in subsection 3.3.1

5 D4 IMPLEMENTATION
The basic building blocks for our D4 implementation are the
SDN controller and the software switch (e.g., Open vSwitch
(OVS) [29] and P4 [5]). As we describe in detail in this section,
some of our contributions include the design and implemen-
tation of the East-West interface for controller-to-controller
communication, as well as the extension of the Southbound
interface used for controller-to-switch communication. The
latter includes new message types required by RHW services
and to support delegation of control.

As our experimental platform, we used Mininet-WiFi [16],
a fork of the Mininet SDN network emulator [25], and sup-
ports both SDN controllers and software switches. To simu-
late vehicle mobility, we used the SUMO urban mobility sim-
ulator [23], which allows us to use real road maps. We built
our maps using Open Street Map (OSM)7, a free street-level
map of the world created by an ever-growing community
of mappers. Although SUMO does not support network in-
frastructure components such as Base Stations, RSUs, and
controllers, we were able to add them to our experiments
using Mininet-WiFi. In our experiments, SUMO was used to
simulate mobility on maps generated by OSM, and Mininet-
WiFi was used to emulate network communication.

Figure 4 illustrates the components of the current D4 im-
plementation and are described below.

• D4-Controllers run ourmodified version of the SDN
controller. We developed a module that constantly
monitors the status of the network, checks the num-
ber of controlled vehicles, and updates D4-switch
rules using the Southbound interface. In order to col-
lect information about current network conditions
to make control delegation decisions, controllers use
the Mininet-WiFi API to query the underlying LTE
and WiFi networks as well as vehicles to gather con-
nectivity, channel, and link latency information. Con-
trollers store information about vehicles controlled
by them and neighboring controllers in a hashtable.
Currently, we use Python’s default implementation of
hashtables 8. In our current implementation, the keys
to these hashtables are the vehicles’ and controllers’
MAC addresses. In our future work, we plan to use
distributed and highly scalable in-memory databases
such as Redis 9.

• D4-Switches work as sources and/or destinations
of network traffic as explained in Section 3.1; they

7https://www.openstreetmap.org
8https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/datastructures.html#dictionaries
9https://redis.io/

can also serve as relays and forward data plane- as
well as control plane traffic. Vehicles that do not have
controller capabilities only act as switches. RSUs that
do not host a controller also act as plain switches.
Mininet-WiFi supports P4’s implementation of the
OpenfFlow Switch 10. P4 (Programming Protocol-
Independent Packet Processors) is a programming
language for defining the packet processing behavior
of network devices, including switches and routers.
P4 switches are often used in conjunctionwith software-
defined networking (SDN) controllers, which provide
centralized management and control for the underly-
ing communication network. Detailed implementa-
tion details can be found in our open-source reposi-
tory.3

Linux Kernel Stack

Mininet WiFi

Publish/Subscribe Broker Module

WLAN LAN BATMAN

Controller
SDC

Controller + Switch
SDC OVS / P4

Switch
OVS / P4

Figure 4: The D4 prototype.

• D4-Controller + D4-Switch is a node that supports
both switch and controller functionality. These can
be hosted by RSUs and vehicles.

• Publish/Subscribe (Pub/Sub) Broker As shown
in Figure 4, in our current D4 implementation, par-
ticipating devices (switches and controllers) use the
Pub/Sub Broker to publish and receive both data and
control plane messages. We use a pub/sub-based com-
munication approach for scalability, flexibility, and
to facilitate group communication. For instance, in-
stead of maintaining individual connections between
nodes, they communicate through the Pub/Sub Bro-
ker. Currently, for simplicity and ease of implemen-
tation, we assume that the Pub/Sub Broker is admin-
istered by the same authority as the other network
entities, which may not be the case in real-world sce-
narios. And, depending on the experimental platform,
this assumption can be relaxed as it is not a limita-
tion of the D4 architecture. For our experiments, we
use Mosquitto11, which is an open-source implemen-
tation of the message broker that implements the

10https://github.com/p4lang/switch/blob/master/p4src/switch.p4
11https://mosquitto.org/
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MQTT protocol. MQTT is one of the oldest M2M
communication protocols, which was introduced in
1999. It is a publish/subscribe messaging protocol
in which the MQTT client publishes messages to an
MQTT broker subscribed by other clients. Every mes-
sage is published to an address known as a “topic".
Clients can subscribe to multiple topics and receive
every message published to each topic. MQTT uses
TCP as its transport protocol and TLS/SSL for secu-
rity. Thus, communication between clients and the
broker is connection-oriented. Another salient fea-
ture of MQTT is its three levels of Quality of Service
(QoS) for reliable delivery of messages [4].

• Mininet-WiFi D4 is designed to be agnostic of the
communication technologies used by the underlying
network infrastructure. Since our experiments ran
on the Mininet-WiFi emulation platform, they used
Mininet-WiFi supported network protocol stacks e.g.,
WiFi and IEEE 802.11p. For our experiments, we ex-
tended Mininet-WiFi by adding virtualized WiFi sta-
tions and access points, which act as RSUs in our
experimental scenarios. Mininet-WiFi also allowed
us to emulate the backhaul network as well as use
the BATMAN (Better Approach To Mobile Ad-hoc
Networking) advanced protocol (often referred to as
batman-adv) [26], an open-source proactive (or on-
demand) L2 routing protocol. In addition to enabling
communication at the data link layer, batman-adv
also provides native routing support. The current im-
plementation of D4 relies on BATMAN’s data link
layer communication functionality to enable V2V
communication. These features of Mininet-WiFi al-
lowed us to demonstrate vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication capabilities in D4 and to compare D4
against traditional vehicular networks or VANETs
(see Section 6.2.3). Additionally, to allow experiments
to be performed in more realistic scenarios, we imple-
mented the IEEE 802.11p protocol stack in the Linux
kernel of Mininet-Wifi.

6 D4 EVALUATION
We conducted a wide range of experiments that showcase
D4’s decentralized network control plane to support ITS
applications for connected vehicles. In particular, our experi-
ments aim at demonstrating the benefits of using a decentral-
ized control plane approach to support ETSI’s Road Hazard
Warning services (described in Section 4).

We created two different sets of experiments to validate
D4. The goal of the first set of experiments (see Section 6.2) is
to evaluate the performance of D4’s control delegation while
the second set demonstrates how D4 can support real-world

scenarios, in particular, decentralized smart road traffic re-
routing (see Section 6.3). The focus of the latter set of exper-
iments is to showcase, from the point of view of real-world
applications, the benefits of usingD4’s decentralized network
control architecture when compared to traditional central-
ized approaches. Specifically, we use a real-world scenario
where D4 outperforms centralized architectures leveraging
its superior latency performance as demonstrated in our
prior work [20, 21].

As discussed in Section 5, our experiments were performed
using theMininet-WiFi network emulator [16] and the SUMO
urban mobility simulator [23] running on a Linux Ubuntu
machine. Our experimental setup, which is summarized in
Table 2, was used to demonstrate four different scenarios,
namely: (a) RSSI-based delegation; (b) Load-balancing-based
delegation; (c) Comparing D4 with VANETs by leveraging
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication in the first set of
experiments, and (d) Road traffic re-routing in the second set
of experiments. In our experiments, we emulated the area
near 23rd Street and Madison Square Park, in New York City,
USA, using SUMO. Vehicles travel along the same trajectory
at ±40km/h until T = 250s. However, they can cover different
distances since traffic lights may slow some of them down.
The trajectory of the vehicles was created with netedit, a vi-
sual road network editor for SUMO’s road traffic simulation.
The wireless channel propagation model used in our experi-
mentation was log-distance path loss, which is available in
the current Mininet-WiFi distribution. In the V2V communi-
cation experiments, we used BATMAN (batman-adv) [26] as
the V2V layer-2 protocol. More details about our experiments
can be found in our open source github repository 3.

Table 2: Experimental Setup

Network Emulator Mininet-WiFi 2.4.3
Vehicular Simulator SUMO 1.6
Wireless Technologies IEEE 802.11ac
MANET Routing Protocol batman-adv
RSU OVS/P4 Switches
Propagation Model Log-distance path loss
Packet crafting Scapy
Authentication WPA2
MQTT Broker Mosquitto
MQTT Python client library Eclipse Paho
Operating System Ubuntu 20.04
Linux Kernel version 5.8.0-050800-generic

The scenario used in delegation experiments is shown in
Figure 5. It consists of ten vehicles and three RSUs, each of
which hosts a D4 controller and a switch. Vehicles travel
along the solid (yellow) line from point A to point D at
±40km/h.
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Figure 5: Experimental scenario and mobility pattern
for the delegation experiments

In our experiments, we made the following assumptions:

• All network nodes including vehicles, RSUs, Base
Stations, controllers, switches, and the Publish/Sub-
scribe broker are under a single administrative au-
thority. We should point out that the question of who
administers the network control plane is orthogonal
to D4 and needs to be addressed by stakeholders in-
cluding transportation authorities, communication
providers, car manufacturers, and government regu-
latory agencies.

• Since controllers are trusted entities, i.e. they are au-
thenticated using Authentication messages (refer to
Section 3.3), we assume that they cannot be compro-
mised.

• For our network latency requirements, we use the
ones set by ETSI [1].

• We assume that hosting controllers in vehicles will
not have a significant computation impact and will
not interfere with driving tasks.

• We assume that all D4 components remain functional
for the duration of the experiments.

All the messages exchanged in the following experiments
are described in Section 3.3)

6.1 Evaluation metrics
In our experiments we used the following performance met-
rics:End-to-end latency: End-to-end latency is measured as
the round trip time it takes for data messages to be delivered
from the source node to the cloud. Packet loss: In addition
to end-to-end latency, for the delegation experiments, we
also report the percentage of packet loss observed during
the experiment. Time to destination: For the decentralized
smart road traffic re-routing experiments, we measure the
time taken by each vehicle to reach the destination when D4
is used and under a centralized network control approach.

6.2 Delegation Experiments
The primary goal of the delegation experiments is to evalu-
ate D4’s control delegation mechanism to respond to vehi-
cle mobility and show that it yields adequate performance
in terms of packet loss and latency. To illustrate that, in
each scenario, vehicles move according to the mobility pat-
tern (solid line from point A to D, passing through B and C)
shown in Figure 5. Note that when vehicles are near points
B, C and D, they are only “covered" by one controller, and
thus do not have delegation choices. In each experiment,
vehicles are generating RHW information or user-generated
messages. The different types of delegation experiments we
conducted as well as their results are described below in
Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3.

6.2.1 RSSI-based delegation.
In this set of experiments, we demonstrate controller-initiated
delegation based on RSSI as described in Section 3-3.2.
Experimental setup:We use Mininet-WiFi’s RSSI values
which is calculated based on the log-distance path loss.Mininet-
WiFi’s RSSI calculations can be found in the Mininet-WiFi
open-source github repository 12. We consider that all ve-
hicles are sending user-generated traffic (in this case ICMP
ping messages) to the cloud and show the performance ex-
perienced by veh1. Figure 6 illustrates the scenario used in
the experiment which follows the steps below:

(1) Controller1 hosted by RSU1 receives Keep Alive
messages (described in Section 3-3.1) sent periodi-
cally by vehicles. veh1 also sends “user-generated"
traffic (in the form of ICMP ping messages) every 10
seconds to the cloud;

(2) At around t ≈ 105s into the experiment, veh1 reaches
the edge of Controller1’s range and gets closer to
Controller2 which is hosted by RSU2. Around this
time, veh1’s Keep Alive messages report lower RSSI
values;

(3) Based on a pre-configured RSSI threshold (-80dBm in
our experiments), the current controller, in this case,
Controller1, selects a target controller for veh1.
Controller1 then sends the control delegation mes-
sage to veh1;

(4) Upon receiving the delegation message, veh1 initiates
the delegation procedure with the target controller,
in this case Controller2. Note that, since this is a
controller-initiated delegation, the delegation process
is initiated by the controller but connection establish-
ment is performed by the vehicle. Another delegation
event happens around t ≈ 170s when veh1 reaches

12https://github.com/intrig-unicamp/mininet-
wifi/blob/master/mn_wifi/propagationModels.py#L100
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Figure 6: RSSI-based delegation scenario

the edge of Controller2’s range and gets closer to
Controller3.

if distributed_control then
if (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 < 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) then

do_handover(TargetController);
Algorithm 1: RSSI-based delegation algorithm.

The message exchange that takes place as part of the RSSI-
based delegation decision is summarized in Figure 3 and the
RSSI-based delegation algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
In our current experiments, we opt for a −80dBm RSSI

threshold, because our empirical observations indicate that
this threshold value would still be an acceptable received
signal strength. Lowering the threshold limit causes packet
loss. Moreover, lowering the signal strength threshold has a
negative impact on the data rate. This means that the user
may want to consider increasing the threshold in order to
have less impact on applications that require higher band-
width.

Results:
As described above veh1 periodically sends user-generated

traffic in the form of ICMP ping messages to a server in the
cloud. While we only show latency results for veh1, we ob-
serve that the other vehicles in the experiment experience
similar latency performance.

Figure 7a shows the latency experienced by veh1 (y-axis)
over the duration of the experiment (x-axis) demonstrat-
ing that D4’s distributed network control yields low latency
(20 − 25𝑚𝑠) with 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 packet loss.13 Note that, at around
𝑡 = 100𝑠 , D4 is able to detect when veh1 gets closer to the
edge of Controller1’s coverage and it proactively initiates
control delegation in order to maintain adequate quality-
of-service. Since the delegation between Controller1 and
Controller2 is done proactively, veh1 does not experience
a significant latency increase while it is being delegated from
one controller to the other. This is an improvement over a
centralized control architecture which, as demonstrated in
our prior work ([20, 21]), reported considerably higher la-
tency (of around 115−120𝑚𝑠). As discussed in Section 1, these
higher latencies do not meet the 3GPP requirements for high-
priority V2X messages (e.g., pre-crash sensing) [1]. Note that,
in our prior work the delegation process had to be initiated
and conducted manually at fixed time intervals as the con-
troller did not include automatic delegation mechanisms. In
our current approach, delegation happens automatically in
these experiments based on the RSSI.
According to the latency results in Figure 7a, at times

𝑡 = 70𝑠, 150𝑠 , and later around 220𝑠 , we observe short-lived
latency spikes. Those can be explained by the trajectory

13We did not observe packet losses in these experiments. As such, we discuss
packet loss performance in more detail in the context of the experiments
comparing D4’s decentralized network control approach against traditional
VANETs.
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Figure 7: Results of delegation experiments

taken by veh1 as shown in Figure 5. At these times, veh1 is
at the edge of the coverage area of the current controller, i.e.,
points B, and D in Figure 5, where there is no other neighbor-
ing controller to which the vehicle can be delegated. Note
that in C, while there is RSU3/Controller3 in the neighbor-
hood, it does not immediately meet the established minimum
RSSI threshold criterion.

6.2.2 Load-balancing based delegation.

These experiments showcase D4’s delegation in order to
achieve controller load balancing.
Experimental setup:We consider that all vehicles are send-
ing user-generated ICMP ping messages to the cloud and
show the performance experienced by veh1. This vehicle, like

the others, is traveling along the solid (yellow) line shown
in Figure 5 from point A to point D. In this scenario, veh1
departs, then veh2, which departs before veh3, and so on.
For this reason and due to the traffic lights along the way,
veh1 distances itself from the other vehicles and will reach
the area covered by Controller2 sooner than the other ve-
hicles. Hence, once Controller1, which is hosted by RSU1,
detects that the number of vehicles connected to it is higher
than the set threshold (10 vehicles for our experiments), it
checks if the neighboring controller, i.e., Controller2 has
lower load, which is the case. Then, Controller1 initiates
the delegation of veh1 to Controller2.

Figure 3 illustrates the message exchanged among the D4
entities participating in the delegation process. As previously
noted, in our load balancing experiments, controller load is
measured by the number of vehicles currently managed by a
controller. As such, controllers periodically send the number
of vehicles that they currently control to neighboring con-
trollers using Status messages (see Section 3.3). Hence, when
the current controller detects that a neighboring controller
has fewer vehicles connected to it (compared to the current
controller’s load), it sends a delegation message through the
Publish/Subscribe Broker to veh1.

The load-balancing based delegation algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2. Note that in addition to load, controllers also
consider vehicle perceived signal strength (RSSI) when mak-
ing load balancing delegation decisions. This means that the
candidate controller must also provide at least minimum
RSSI levels. In our experiments, the minimum RSSI thresh-
old 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑖𝑛 is set to -80dBm. Other threshold values can
be considered, e.g., in the case of applications that require
higher-bandwidth connections.

if distributed_control then
if ((𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 > 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) &
(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑇𝑜𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 > 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑖𝑛)) then
do_handover(TargetController);

Algorithm 2: Load-balancing based delegation algo-
rithm.

Results
As described above, veh1 departs first at 𝑡 = 0 followed

by veh2, which in turn departs before veh3, and so on. At
𝑡 = 0, veh1 is connected to Controller1. At around 𝑡 = 40𝑠 ,
we spawn a total of 11 vehicles, all connected to RSU1. Since
the controller load capacity threshold is set to 10 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ,
Controller1 periodically checks if any vehicle is reporting
RSSI measurements from neighboring controllers so that
it can try to delegate the vehicle to shed some of its load.
Around 𝑡 = 95𝑠 , veh1 finds itself in the area covered by
both RSU1 and RSU2. At this point, Controller1 requests
veh1 to transition to Controller2. Figure 7b reports latency
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measurements (y-axis) for veh1 over the duration of the
experiment (x-axis) and shows that veh1 experiences high
latency when its controller, in this case, RSU1, is under high
load which in this experiment happens between (t ≈ 35s-
110s). Then, once veh1 is delegated to RSU2, which does not
currently control many vehicles, veh1’s perceived latency
drops down to the 20 − 25𝑚𝑠 range again. In all, our results
show that D4’s distributed network control yields low la-
tency (20 − 25𝑚𝑠) with 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜 packet loss.

6.2.3 Comparing D4 with VANETs by leveraging V2V
communication:
The main goal of these experiments is to showcase that D4’s
control plane approach is able to mitigate connectivity dis-
ruptions by proactively assigning vehicles to relays before
they lose connectivity to the infrastructure.
Data is then forwarded through relays using V2V links

(e.g., using DSRC communication). As baseline, we compare
D4 against a VANET-based control plane where vehicles,
when loosing connectivity to the infrastructure, employ an
ad-hoc routing protocol to discover routes and forward data
through V2V links (e.g., using DSRC).
Experimental setup: Our experiments use the scenario de-
picted in Figure 8 and consist of a set of vehicles moving from
one point to another, all following an identical trajectory one
vehicle after another, i.e., veh1, veh2, and so on. In order to
illustrate how vehicles can benefit from V2V communication
in scenarios with sparsely deployed infrastructure, we use a
single RSU (RSU1) which hosts a controller (Controller1).
In all these experiments, veh1 sends user-generated traffic
(ICMP packets) to a cloud.

In the D4 V2V-based delegation experiments, all vehicles
were initially connected to (RSU1) where the local controller
(Controller1) is hosted. After approximately 70 seconds
into the experiment, one of the vehicles (veh1) departed from
the RSU’s coverage area. Instead of relying on the vehicle to
autonomously detect the deteriorating RSSI signal as it exited
the RSU’s range, the D4 controller proactively intervened. It
determined themost appropriate relay for veh1 and promptly
dispatched a handover message to the vehicle, triggering the
establishment of a V2V link with the selected relay (veh2).
The D4 delegation algorithm is described in Algorithm 3
and works as follows: when the controller detects that the
RSSI of a vehicle is below the minimum RSSI threshold, it
tries to find another controller (as previously described in
the RSSI-based delegation experiments). But since another
controller meeting the minimum RSSI threshold cannot be
found, the current controller sends a delegation message to
veh1 to initiate a connection with a candidate relay, in this
case veh2. Note that the signal strength of the target relay
also needs to meet the minimum RSSI threshold requirement.

RSU1

Cloud

veh1 veh2

v2v link

Controller 1

veh3

veh4

veh5

veh6

veh7

Figure 8: D4’s V2V scenario.

TheD4V2V-based delegation experimentswere conducted
as follows:

(1) Initially, from 𝑡 ≈ 0𝑠 − 70𝑠 , Controller1 receives
Keep Alive messages (refer Section 3.3) from all vehi-
cles including veh1. veh1 is also sending passenger
data traffic to the cloud (in the form of periodic ICMP
ping messages) every 10𝑠 .

(2) At around 𝑡 ≈ 62𝑠 , veh1 reaches closer to the edge
of Controller1’s range. Controller1 detects the
low RSSI signal for veh1 and Controller1 is aware
that there are no neighboring controllers to han-
dover, it then adds rules in veh2’s switch such that it
can serve as a relay for traffic from veh1. Note that
Controller1 picks veh2 as a relay for veh1 because
of its close proximity to veh1. The controller is aware
of the proximity between veh1 and veh2 based on the
information it receives from the Keep Alive messages
from veh1 and veh2.

(3) From 𝑡 ≈ 65𝑠 on, veh1’s data traffic is relayed through
veh2.

For the VANET experiments we used a similar experimen-
tal setup to the one shown in Figure 8, except that: (1) There
is no controller co-located with RSU1; (2) Vehicles commu-
nicate directly with RSU1 as long as they are in the RSU’s
range; (3) All vehicles communicate with each other using
V2V; and (4) Vehicles use the BATMAN ad-hoc routing [26]
protocol to decide how to route traffic when they are not
connected to RSU1.
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if distributed_control then
if ((𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 < 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) &
(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 > 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑖𝑛)) then
do_handover(TargetController);

else if (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 < 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝑖𝑛) then
if (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑁𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 <

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝐴𝑑ℎ𝑜𝑐 ) then
do_adhoc_handover(TargetVehicle);

Algorithm 3: V2V-based delegation algorithm.

The VANET experiments were conducted as follows:

(1) Similar to the D4 experiments, from 𝑡 ≈ 0𝑠 − 70𝑠 ,
veh1 sends periodic data traffic (using ICMP ping
messages) to the cloud every 10𝑠 through RSU1;

(2) At 𝑡 ≈ 70𝑠 , veh1 reaches the edge of RSU1’s range.
There is a network disruption which causes veh1 to
use the BATMAN routing protocol to find a suitable
relay, in this case veh2, with which veh1 establishes
a V2V connection.

(3) Then, from 𝑡 ≈ 71𝑠 on, veh1 uses its V2V interface
and sends messages to the cloud through veh2. Mes-
sages from veh1 to veh2 are sent using the route
established by the BATMAN ad-hoc routing protocol.
veh2 then relays veh1 traffic to RSU1;

Results comparing the performance of the VANET sce-
nario against D4 are reported below. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our work is the first to compare the performance of
a decentralized network control plane (D4) against a tradi-
tional ad-hoc network approach.
Results

Figure 9 reports latency measurements (y-axis) for veh1
over the duration of the experiment (x-axis) under D4 and
VANET control planes. It shows that, D4 allows veh1 to
keep communicating most of the time with some packet
drops between 𝑡 = 62 and 𝑡 = 65. D4 is able to maintain
veh1’s connectivity mostly uninterrupted because the D4
controller quickly and proactively detects degradation in
veh1’s signal quality; and since there were no neighboring
controllers to delegate veh1 to as it got closer to the edge
of Controller1’s coverage region, Controller1 instructs
veh2 to act as a relay for veh1’s traffic. Note that veh1’s
latency increases at around 𝑡 = 100𝑠 due to the fact that
veh2 also gets near the edge of Controller1’s range but
still meets the minimum threshold value of −80𝑑𝐵𝑚.
The setup for the VANET experiments is similar to the

one explained above except that no controllers are used. In
the VANET experiment, vehicles are also connected to the
Internet through the RSU. When a vehicle looses connec-
tivity with RSU, it activates the ad-hoc interface. Relays are
selected by the BATMAN ad-hoc routing protocol based on

its internal single hop list of all single hop neighbors it de-
tects. In this experiment veh2 is selected as the relay since it
is closest to the veh1.

Network disruption in VANET
Network disruption in D4

Figure 9: End-to-end message latency comparison be-
tween D4 and traditional VANET latency.

From Figure 9, we observe that between ≈ 73𝑠 and 80𝑠 , we
noticed a disruption in veh1’s connectivity. This connectivity
interruption is caused by the time it takes veh1 to realize
that it lost its network connection and establish the link with
veh2 through BATMAN using the V2V interface. While with
D4 the controller proactively delegates the vehicle based on
the RSSI, in the VANET experiments, the vehicle only takes
action to find an alternate relay when it detects that it is no
longer connected to the RSU. The latency spike at 𝑡 ≈ 80𝑠
represents the moment when veh1 starts sending data traffic
through the relay vehicle. When using D4, we observed a
total of 3 ICMP packets dropped out of 111 packets sent, i.e.,
2.7% drop rate, compared to the VANET scenario where there
were 7 ICMP packets dropped, i.e., 6.3% drop rate with veh2
as relay.

6.3 Road traffic re-routing
Experimental setup:

In this experiment, we demonstrate how D4 enables vehi-
cle rerouting, for example, in the case of for road emergency
situations such as accidents. In this scenario, as illustrated
in Figure 10a, vehicle veh1 is involved in an accident and
blocks the highway causing a major traffic jam. D4’s decen-
tralization enables timely detection and reaction to emer-
gency situations, and, in this scenario, allows vehicles to use
an alternate route to avoid traffic jams. The alternate route
is pushed by a re-routing application through the D4 con-
trollers’ Northbound interface and, in turn, D4 controllers
push it to vehicles. In our experiments, the re-routing ap-
plication is hosted by RSU1 which hosts Controller1. As
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a consequence, vehicles that use the alternate route are ex-
pected to reach their destination in less time when compared
to vehicles that did not re-route. We ran the same experi-
ment in a centralized environment as well, where, instead of
having a local controller running the re-routing service, the
traffic re-routing application runs on a centralized controller
located in the cloud which connects to vehicles through an
LTE eNodeB. In our experiments, the latency between eN-
odeB and vehicles was set to approximately 100𝑚𝑠 which
corresponds to the upper bound delay expected for LTE mo-
bile backhaul [30]. We should point out that Mininet-WiFi
does not yet support the LTE protocol, so, we artificially
added an additional latency in the WiFi setup of Mininet-
WiFi similar to what we did in our prior work [20].

veh1

RSU1

Cloud

veh2

Rerouting 
Service

Northbound

Controller 1

(a) Smart traffic re-routing scenario.
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(b) Time to reach the destination using D4 compared against
traditional centralized control.

Figure 10: Road traffic re-routing scenario.

Figure 10a illustrates the re-routing experiment, which
follows the steps below:

(1) veh1 gets involved in an accident and wants to send
out an Emergency message. However, it is only con-
nected to another vehicle (veh2) via IEEE 802.11p
through its ad-hoc interface. No controller is con-
nected to veh1 due to controller unavailability at
that location. Thus, the Emergency message is sent to
veh2 so that it can forward themessage to Controller1
hosted by RSU1;

(2) Controller1 receives the message and broadcasts
it to connected vehicles using the switch hosted by
RSU1. It also sends the message to the re-routing ap-
plication connected through the controller’s North-
bound interface;

(3) The re-routing application calculates an alternate
route and sends the information back to Controller1;

(4) Controller1 receives the alternate route informa-
tion and forwards it to vehicles under its control;

(5) The alternate route is finally received by vehicles
who manage to avoid the congested route.

Results
Figure 10b compares the average time to destination (y-axis)

over 10 different runs14 for each vehicle (x-axis) under D4’s
decentralized control compared to traditional centralized
control. We can note that under D4, the rerouting service
allowed all the vehicles except veh1, which was the one in-
volved in the accident, to reach the destination point earlier
compared to the centralized control approach. Using D4, the
re-routing service, which has access to a list of alternate
routes, chooses the most appropriate one based on the cur-
rent position of the vehicles, and is able to send re-routing
information to vehicles in time for them to take an alternate
route. However, due to higher end-to-end latency in the cen-
tralized experiment, alternate routes were not received by
the vehicles in time, i.e., they had already passed the point
where they could take the proposed new route. These results
show the advantage of using control decentralization as it
is able to reduce latency and response time which are criti-
cal for autonomous driving delay-sensitive applications and
services.

In addition to end-to-end latency, for the delegation exper-
iments we also report the percentage of packet loss observed
during the experiment.

6.4 Complexity analysis
The table in Figure 11 summarizes D4’s communication over-
head as well as its time and space complexity. For each D4
component, namely the controller and the switch, we break
14Note that variance across different runs was negligible.
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down the communication overhead and time-space complex-
ity by tasks and events that trigger these tasks.
Communication Overhead: As detailed in Section 3.3, D4
controllers periodically communicate with switches to col-
lect information about current conditions of the underlying
communication infrastructure (e.g., RSSI) and location data
for each vehicle via Keep Alive messages. Controllers also
exchange information among themselves about their own
conditions (e.g., their current load) via Status messages. As
mentioned in Section 3.3, in our current implementation,
Keep Alive and Status messages are sent periodically. Status
messages are also triggered by events.
Time-Space Complexity: The D4 Controller has two pri-
mary tasks: switch rule creation and control delegation. Rule
creation is driven by events like new switch association re-
quest, switch flow table miss and new switch delegation. The
time complexity of adding rules is given by 𝑂 (𝑅) × 𝑂 (1),
where: 𝑅 represents the number of rules to be created and
𝑂 (1) corresponds to the controller database lookup opera-
tion, as detailed in Section 5. Rule creation’s space complexity
is𝑂 (𝑉 +𝐶), where (𝑉 +𝐶) is the number of entries in the con-
troller database. Each entry corresponds to either a vehicle
(𝑉 ) connected to the controller or a neighboring controller
(𝐶). In our current D4 implementation, control delegation
is triggered when some specified condition is met, e.g., the
RSSI or controller load reaches a certain threshold. The time
complexity for control delegation is expressed as the product
of the number of vehicles being delegated (𝑉 ) and the con-
stant time complexity associated with the controller database
lookup operation (𝑂 (1)). The space complexity of control del-
egation is identical to switch rule creation as explained above.
The D4 switch executes two main tasks: packet forwarding
and rule installation. The switch forwards data packets ac-
cording to its rule table. Packet forwarding’s time complexity
is thus given by O(H) * O(1) where H is the number of packet
header fields being matched and O(1) is the constant time for
flow table look up. The space complexity O(R) is bounded
by the total number of rules across all of the switch’s flow
tables. The time complexity for rule installation is denoted
as 𝑂 (𝑅) ×𝑂 (1), where 𝑅 is the number of rules installed (𝑅)
and (𝑂 (1)) is the time complexity associated with flow table
insertion. The space complexity is O(R) similar to the space
complexity of packet forwarding.
Discussion:RegardingD4’s communication overhead, while
control plane message exchanges incur additional overhead
as shown in Figure 11, this aligns with the expectations
outlined in the ETSI specification [15] which describes the
exchange of status messages using Cooperative Awareness
Message (CAMs) and recommends that CAMs be generated
with a frequency between 1 and 10Hz. Note that there is a
trade-off when setting the frequency of these messages - al-
though sending them at lower frequencies reduces overhead,

it may result in using outdated knowledge to make informed
control delegation as well as data forwarding decisions. In fu-
ture work, we plan to explore different techniques aiming at
reducing D4’s communication overhead. A notable example
is to piggyback status information onto other messages, e.g.,
IEEE Beacons similar to work by Sascha et al. [32]. Another
approachwe are considering is to develop an adaptivemecha-
nism that will allow D4 to dynamically adjust the periodicity
of its Keep Alive and Status messages based on factors such
as underlying network conditions, mobility patterns, etc. As
far as D4’s time-space complexity, we note that typically, D4
controllers as well as D4 switches will be hosted by network
infrastructure devices such as base stations, access points
and road-side units (see Figure 1 and Section 3.1) which are
not usually resource constrained. D4 switches will also reside
in vehicles and, as illustrated in Figure 1-Scenario 1, vehi-
cles might also need to host D4 controllers. While current-,
and even more so, future vehicles are usually equipped with
enough computing and energy resources which will enable
them to host and execute this additional functionality, we ar-
gue that by enabling vehicles to be connected to neighboring
infrastructure and other vehicles, D4 will help improve driver
and road safety which will outweigh the additional overhead
and cost. Furthermore, D4-enabled connected vehicles will
be able to save resources by offloading costly computation
to neighboring infrastructure and vehicles.
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Figure 11: Worse case time and space complexity and
communication overhead.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the D4 decentralized and dynam-
ically distributed network control plane framework which
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aims at providing adequate communication support for con-
nected autonomous vehicles. We describe the D4 decentral-
ized control plane architecture, design, and prototype imple-
mentation which supports efficient dynamic control delega-
tion. Our proof-of-concept experiments using a network em-
ulation platform show that D4 yields lower message delivery
latency with minimal additional overhead when compared
to traditional centralized network control as well as ad-hoc
VANET network architectures.

Motivated by our promising experimental results and by
the fact that, as discussed in Section 4, some of D4’s archi-
tectural features are also part of the 3GPP standard’s release
17 (Rel-17) [1], in future work, we plan to deploy D4 in real-
world testbeds such as the one used in [39], the Anthem
testbed 15, or the California Connected Vehicle Testbed 16.
Other directions of future work include exploring different
publish/subscribe approaches, for example, the work done
by Wolf et al. [37] on a scalable event notification service.
We also plan to investigate how D4 could benefit from pro-
grammable data planes. In particular, we will evaluate how
D4 can leverage the work done by Jepsen et al. [18] on pro-
grammable data planes with support for the P4 protocol [5].
We will also explore how D4 can be extended to support of-
floading of autonomous driving tasks - we envision that tasks
such as perception, path planning, and trajectory generation
can be offloaded/shared with the infrastructure and/or neigh-
boring vehicles. While the D4 architecture is agnostic of the
communication technology employed by the underlying net-
work, we plan to explore D4’s performance when different
network protocol stacks are used. We plan to compare our
current results with other V2V protocols like C-V2X [38],
which is designed to support both safety and non-safety
applications.
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